
     A cuppa with… 

  
David Allen, Solicitor 
David is a solicitor in our Family Law team and specialises in 
private and public family law cases. 
 

 

Our ‘cuppa with’ series is an informal chat with one of our team to give a deeper 

understanding into their area of law and share some little-known legal facts! 

1. What is the best part of your job? 

The most rewarding part is finding a way forward which not only suits my client but also 

their family. If we can reach an amicable agreement, especially where children are 

concerned it ensures everyone’s needs are met. We meet many families where the 

parents separate and need to co-parent at least until the children are 18 and both 

parties want to ensure the children are put first.  

If we agree on a suitable arrangement without the need for court intervention then 

that’s an ideal scenario. This allows our clients to reach an agreement of their choosing 

rather than one which is forced upon them in Court. This can save time, effort, money 

and stress and ensure all parties have the best arrangement for the long term. 

2. And the worst? 

People often come to us when they are in emotional crisis, they may be sad, confused or 

angry. Family law cases can move slowly as a result of the delays in the Family Court. We 

can only go as fast as the system allows, this is frustrating for all parties who just want a 

resolution.  Currently, the delays in the Family Court system are up to a year.  

3. What does a typical day entail? 

There is no typical day! I will always need to look at emails and contact clients which at 

the moment is done by phone, zoom or email. We have a large, experienced family law 

team at David Gray who meet often and I spend my time working with the wider team – 

our support staff and Barristers if we have a case coming up. There can be a lot of 

information to digest, understand and form opinion on quickly. 

If there is a Court case approaching I will need to do reading and preparing statements. 

Occasionally we need to draft an urgent application for Court and attend an associated 

hearing within 24-48 hrs. 

4. What would people be most surprised to find out about your job?  



a. That real life law is not like how it is portrayed on TV or in a film! 

b. That the term custody has not been used by solicitors in Family Law for 

many years yet it is still a service we are frequently asked for 

c. Legal Aid is available for divorce, finance and private children work if you 

have experienced domestic abuse or there are child protection concerns 

d. We have a great amount of expertise in the family law team at David Gray, 

we have 32 staff and offer over 25 services 

5. What questions do you often get asked a solicitor? 

a. Can I get divorced without using a solicitor? 

Yes, you can do a DIY divorce, however, it is not just filling in a form. Divorce 

has a significant impact upon finances which you will need expert advice on. 

A separating couple may have a home, assets, pensions etc. and there can 

be complications if for example a property is owned in only one parties 

name. Time is crucial here and you risk losing out financially for the rest of 

your life if you are not properly advised. 

b. Can I represent myself in the Family Court? 

Yes, you can! This is known as a Litigant in Person (LIP), this is not recommended due to the 

complexity of the law and various interpretations and directions a case can take. 

6. Tell us some little-known facts about this area of law… 

 

• There is no such thing as a common law marriage, it is a term you often see in 

the newspapers, media or hear used by friends and family, but it has no legal 

meaning.  

• Unmarried couples (regardless of time together) receive less protection and 

rights than married couples in regards to financial arrangements in separation 

If you would like to speak with David or one of the Family Law team, give us a call on 

0191 232 9547 or visit www.davidgray.co.uk 

http://www.davidgray.co.uk/

